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INTRODUCTION: Glaucoma, the silent thief of vision, is mostly caused by the gradual increase of pressure in the eye which is known as Intraocular Pressure (IOP).
An effective way to prevent the rise in eye pressure is by early detection. Prior computer vision-based work regarding IOP rely on fundus images of the optic nerves.
OBJECTIVE: This paper provides a novel computer vision-based framework to help in the initial IOP screening using only frontal eye images.
METHODS: The framework first introduces the utilization of a fully convolutional network (FCN); as an instance of deep learning; on frontal eye images for sclera
and iris segmentation. Using these extracted areas, six features that include mean redness level (MRL) of the sclera, red area percentage (RAP), Pupil/Iris diameter
ratio and three sclera contour features (distance, area and angle) are computed.
RESULTS: A database of images from the Princess Basma Hospital is used in this work, containing 400 facial images; 200 cases with normal IOP and 200 cases with
high IOP. Once the features are extracted, two classifiers (support vector machine and decision tree) are applied to obtain the status of the patients in terms IOP
(normal or high). The overall accuracy of the proposed framework is over 97.75% using decision tree.
CONCLUSION: The novelties and contributions of this work include introducing a fully convolutional network architecture for eye sclera segmentation, in addition to
scientifically correlating the frontal eye view (image) with IOP by introducing new sclera contour features that have not been previously introduced in the literature
from frontal eye images for IOP status determination.
OVERALL CONFUSION MATRIX FOR DT
❑An IOP risk assessment framework is introduced based on deep and machine
learning instances of computer vision using solely frontal eye images. Six
features are extracted from segmented eye regions using a Fully Convolutional
Network (FCN): Pupil/Iris diameter ratio, Mean Redness Level (MRL), Red
Area Percentage (RAP) of the sclera, in addition to Area, Distance and Angle
of the sclera contours [1].
✓ Computer vision techniques applied on frontal eye images
❑ Image pre-processing and circular hough transform (CHT)
❑ FCN structure: Convolution, Deconvolution, Activation and MaxPooling
❑ Sclera and iris segments along with triangle formulations for feature extraction
❑ Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Decision Tree (DT) classification




Results show evidence of computational relationship between the proposed
frontal-eye view features and IOP for high classification accuracies. Pupil/Iris,
MRL and RAP are directly proportional to IOP while the sclera contour’s area,
distance and angle features are inversely proportional to IOP. The proposed
ideas may eventually be implemented on smartphones for personalized IOP
screening [4], [5], [6]. The information can aid in the automatic early detection
of high IOP and Glaucoma, in an effort to circumvent the onset of blindness.
Glaucoma and Intraocular Pressure
❑ Glaucoma is a disease causing blindness, generally due to increased
Intraocular Pressure (IOP)
❑ Optic nerve is affected
❑ Vision is reduced, or totally lost
❑ The only way to prevent blindness from Glaucoma is through early
detection
❑ Traditionally, patients undergo eye examinations on a regular basis at eye
clinics to determine IOP and risk of Glaucoma [1],[2]
❑ OCT, Visual Field, Tonometry Gonioscopy, Pachymetry and Ophthalmoscopy Tests
❑ Ophthalmologist’s intervention
❑ Eye drops
❑ Cumbersome, manual procedure
❑Fundus images with optic nerves
❑ Requires micrometer imaging
Image Analysis
Database
❑ Image database (DB) from the Princess Basma Hospital [1],[3]
❑ 400 participants: 244 male and 156 female, between 40 - 65 years old
❑ 200 subjects with high eye pressure (22-30 mmHg) including 6 cases with
Glaucoma
❑ 200 subjects with normal eye pressure (11-21 mmHg)
❑ Images were taken 20cm from the patients with consistent lighting
❑ IRB approval obtained at Princess Basma Hospital for the human subject
samples.
❑Authors formally requested access to the dataset
Pre-processing and Pupil/Iris diameter ratio computation steps [1], [2]
MRL and RAP computation steps [1], [3]Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) structure [1]
Sclera segment for Mean Red Level (MRL) and Red Area Percentage (RAP) Sclera contour features (Distance, Area and Angle) [1]



















Error 2.0% 2.5% Overall Err.: 2.25%
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Relationship between IOP and the six extracted features
𝐷 = ((𝑃𝑥2 − 𝑃𝑥1)
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where, 
M(RPV): Mean of Red Pixel Value
M(GPV): Mean of Green Pixel Value
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